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Abstract As one of complex diseases, schizophrenia is considered to possess a complex trait to
which genetic, environmental, and epigenetic factors contribute interactively. The genetic analysis
of schizophrenia has revealed complex and inconsistent results, making it difficult to draw clear
conclusions regarding the impact of specific genes on the disease in diverse human populations. So
the need for identification of susceptibility genes especially multilocus interactions for schizophre-
nia still poses a great and unanswered challenge. In this paper we propose a new approach to
characterize the individual and combined contributions of three recently proposed candidate genes
(NRG1, G72 and RGS4) in the schizophrenia case-control dataset in the Chinese Han population.
The approach is based on measures of information discrepancy (MID). First the susceptible loci
are selected based on MID by taking into consideration the gene–gene interactions. Then a discrim-
ination algorithm is introduced to assess the effectiveness of the selected multiple loci to predict
the disease status, that is, a classification accuracy is obtained by reclassifying the subjects into the
case or control groups. Several possible pathogenic locus-locus interactions for schizophrenia are
obtained.
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1 Introduction
Schizophrenia is a severe psychiatric disorder that affects almost 1% of the world’s

population and accounts for about 2.5% of health-care costs ([1]). It has been reported that
schizophrenia has a heritability of about 80% ([2]). Family, twin, and adoption studies
suggest that genetic factors play an important role in the etiology of schizophrenia ([3]).
However, progress in the search for susceptibility chromosomal loci and schizophrenia-
related genes has been slow and unsatisfying, probably because there are multiple genes
that may interact with environmental and epigenetic factors to affect susceptibility to
the disease. Moreover, several practical problems have impeded the progress of ge-
netic research, such as the lack of a major effect of a gene abnormality on occurrence
of schizophrenia and the absence of neuropathological or other biological markers to be
used for diagnosis of schizophrenia.

The systematic positional cloning efforts have identified several strong candidate chro-
mosome regions, such as: 1q21-q22, 6p, 8p, 13q, 22q11, etc ([4-9]). Several possi-
ble susceptibility genes located in or beside the above chromosome regions, such as
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the regulator of G-protein signaling-4 (RGS4, 1q21-q22), dystrobrevin-binding protein
1 (DTNBP1, 6p22.3), neuregulin 1 (NRG1, 8p22-p11), G72 (13q34), and catechol-O-
methyltransferase (COMT, 22q11.2) were reported to contain single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) and haplotypes associated with schizophrenia ([4-7,10-12]). How-
ever, while the evidence implicating the above genes in development of schizophrenia is
promising, it is not yet absolutely persuasive considering several failed attempts to show
an association. This discrepancy is probably due to differences in test populations and
methods ([13-15]). On the other hand, according to the prevailing pathogenic model,
schizophrenia is a neurodevelopmental disorder leading to abnormality of synaptic con-
nectivity ([16-18]). Glutamatergic transmission via N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) re-
ceptors may be especially involved ([19]). In a recent review, the effects of variation
in several genes on schizophrenia, including NRG1, G72, and RGS4 were speculated to
influence synaptic plasticity and the cortical microcircuitry ([20]).

A large number of studies ([21-26]) indicate that, variants of NRG1, G72 and RGS4
represent a set of candidate gene polymorphisms associated with schizophrenia suscep-
tibility, and the combined contribution of these genes remains unclear. Recent research
comparing the contribution of three candidate genes, G72, NRG1 and DTNBP1, to
schizophrenia susceptibility in two demographically distinct familial populations did not
support the hypothesis that the three genes interact in influencing susceptibility for the
disease ([27]). Here we attempted to characterize the individual and combined contri-
butions of these three recently proposed candidate genes (NRG1, G72 and RGS4) in the
schizophrenia case-control dataset in the Chinese Han population. A new approach based
on measures of information discrepancy (MID) is proposed in this paper. So our ap-
proach is called MID approach. MID can be used to identify pathogenic genes for com-
mon complex diseases, the main methodology is as followings. First the susceptible loci
are selected based on MID by taking into consideration the gene–gene interactions. Then
a discrimination algorithm is introduced to assess the effectiveness of the selected mul-
tiple loci to predict the disease status, that is, a classification accuracy is obtained by
reclassifying the subjects into the case or control groups.

The MID approach is model-free in that it does not assume any particular genetic
model and is nonparametric in that it does not estimate any parameters. Moreover, the
computation for MID is sparing time and the implementation for it is easy. And through
analyzing a real schizophrenia case-control dataset in the Chinese Han population, several
possible pathogenic locus-locus interactions for schizophrenia are obtained.

2 Materials and Data
The case-control data used in this paper is from the Mental Health Institute, Peking

University. The ethics committee of Peking University Health Science Center approved
the study protocol and informed consent for participation was obtained from all subjects.
The samples consisted of 147 unrelated schizophrenia cases and 136 unrelated normoten-
sive controls from Chinese Han population. All the schizophrenia cases accord with the
standards of the International Classification of Diseases-10 (ICD-10) and the Chinese
Classification of Mental Disorders Third Revision (CCMD-3).

Three genes which are recently reported to be candidates to schizophrenia suscepti-
bility are used here. These genes locate on three different chromosomes on which totally
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thirteen SNP loci were genotyped (Table 1).

Table 1. Candidate genes and SNP loci assessed

Gene SNP locus Location
NRG1 rs3924999 rs2954041 rs2919390 rs6988339 8p22-p11

rs3735774 SNP8NRG221533 SNP8NRG243177
G72 rs2391191 rs778294 rs947267 13q34
RGS4 Novel-SNP rs12753561 rs10759 1q21-q22

3 Methods
In this section we describe the methods used in this paper. First we select the in-

formative loci based on measures of information discrepancy (MID), so the method is
called MID method. Then we introduce an algorithm to reclassify the samples only using
the information included in the selected loci (not all the loci). It’s worthy to point out
that through the latter step we can validate the effectivity of the selected informative loci
for schizophrenia to some extent. That is, if the prediction accuracy is high, then it is
reasonable to infer that the informative loci are the possible pathogenic loci.

3.1 Selection of The Informative Loci
Let n1 and n2 represent the number of the individuals in the case group(called group

1) and the control group(called group 2), respectively. Suppose there are M candidate loci
with ri genotypes at locus i (1≤ i≤M).

3.1.1 Selection of Single Informative Loci
For a particular locus with r genotypes, let (p̂(1,1), . . . , p̂(1,r)) and (p̂(2,1), . . . , p̂(2,r))

represent the genotype frequencies in group 1 and group 2, respectively. To measure the
worth of a particular locus, an intuitive idea is to measure the amount of information it
possesses for discriminating among the groups. So the following MID is used:

B = (n1 +n2)
2

∑
k=1

r

∑
j=1

p̂(k, j) ln
p̂(k, j)

(p̂(1, j)+ p̂(2, j))/2
. (1)

Originally the MID is introduced by Fang ([28]) to measure the degree of disagreement
among multiple information sources. It has been proven that B possesses many good prop-
erties, such as non-negativity, symmetry, boundedness, uniform continuity, monotonicity,
convexity and so on ([28,29]). Here a particular locus is considered informative if it has
high difference B between the case and control groups in genotype frequency over there.
And the significance of the difference can be tested by the following hypothesis:

H0 : p(1, j) = p(2, j), j = 1, . . . ,r,

where p(k, j) is the probability of an individual who belongs to group k and possesses the
j-th genotype at the locus (k = 1,2). Under H0, B is asymptotically distributed as χ2 with
r−1 degrees of freedom when n1,n2 → ∞ ([30]). Let b denote the observed value of the
corresponding MID B, we get the p-value

p = P(χ2(r−1)≥ b). (2)

It is obvious, the smaller p, the more associated the locus is.
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3.1.2 Selection of Multiloci Based on Maximum Additional Information
For any particular locus, we examine other loci to investigate which can provide max-

imum additional information to it. For notational convenience, we denote the considered
particular locus as locus 1. We look at all locus pairs (1,Y ), 2 ≤ Y ≤ M. Let p(k, j,y)
represent the probability of an individual who belongs to group k and possesses the j-th
genotype at locus 1 and the y-th genotype at locus Y . Then the above problem can be
investigated through the following hypothesis test

H(0)
1,Y : p(k,y| j) = p(k| j)p(y| j) (1≤ j ≤ r1, 1≤ y≤ rY , k = 1,2),

where p(k,y| j) represents the corresponding conditional probability of an individual be-
ing of the j-th genotype at locus 1, and similarly for p(k| j) and p(y| j).

To test the null hypothesis H(0)
1,Y , a statistic B(Y ;1), which is similar to the MID in (1),

is used:

It is known that under H(0)
1,Y , B(Y ;1) is asymptotically distributed as χ2 with r1(rY −1)

degrees of freedom when n1,n2 → ∞ ([30]). Let b(Y ;1) denote the observed value of
B(Y ;1), now we get the p-value

p1,Y = P(χ2(r1(rY −1))≥ b(Y ;1)). (3)

And the smaller the p1,Y is, the more additional information the locus Y yields.

Based on the above procedure, the multiloci can be investigated and selected sequen-
tially.

3.2 Discrimination with The Selected Loci
Discrimination is an important problem in statistics science, and it has been greatly

applied to many other areas. Here discrimination concerns with classifying any individual
into a certain group (case or control). The schizophrenia SNP data is investigated and our
goal is to find the possible pathogenic genes. So here we construct an algorithm for
discrimination only using the selected loci in aims to validate the cooperation effectivity
of them for schizophrenia.

Suppose there are m loci having been selected, and locus i possesses ri genotypes
(1≤ i≤m); further, group k has nk members (k = 1,2). When the cooperation of different

loci is considered, we’ll obtain a γ(
4
= r1r2 · · ·rm)-dimensional vector for each group. Let

x(k)
j1 j2··· jm denote the number of individuals in group k who select the ji-th genotype at locus

i, then
rm

∑
jm=1

· · ·
r1

∑
j1=1

x(k)
j1 j2··· jm = nk(k = 1,2). We can easily get the genotype frequencies for

each group over the combinational permissible genotypes:

p̂(k)
j1 j2··· jm =

x(k)
j1 j2··· jm

nk
(1≤ j1 ≤ r1, . . . ,1≤ jm ≤ rm; k = 1,2). (4)

Given any individual who possesses the j∗i -th genotype at locus i, so his(or her) com-
binational genotype over the selected m loci is j∗1 j∗2 · · · j∗m. We compare p̂(1)

j∗1 j∗2 ··· j∗m with
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p̂(2)
j∗1 j∗2 ··· j∗m , and classify the individual into the group which has the larger corresponding

frequency. It is easy to imagine that the larger the frequency, the greater the possibility
that the individual belongs to the corresponding group.

4 Results
Here the schizophrenia case-control data described in the section MATERIALS AND

DATA, for which each SNP locus is of a bi-allele(i.e., tri-genotype), are analyzed by the
proposed MID method.

When each of the three genes are investigated separately, two significant informative
loci are selected (Table 2). It is worthy to notice that the significance level for every gene
has been with Bonferroni correction considering the multiple testing. For example, for the
gene NRG1 with seven SNP loci, the significance level is 0.05/7 ≈ 0.0071. In Table 2,
for each significant informative locus the corresponding p-value computed by (2) is also
given.

Table 2. Significant informative single loci and the corresponding p-values

Gene SNP locus p-value
NRG1 rs3924999 0.0056
RGS4 rs10759 0.0057

When gene-gene interaction comes into consideration for schizophrenia susceptibility,
some loci combinations are obtained (Table 3).

Table 3. Multiloci combinations with significant additional information

loci combination p-value
rs3924999 / rs6988339 9.9122e-004
rs3924999 / rs2391191 0.0011
rs3924999 / rs10759 0.0027
rs2954041 / rs3924999 0.0034
rs2919390 / rs3924999 0.0014
rs6988339 / rs3924999 7.5542e-005
SNP8NRG221533 / rs3924999 9.3020e-004
rs2391191 / rs3924999 2.3117e-004
rs778294 / rs3924999 6.4806e-005
rs778294 / rs10759 0.0032
rs12753561 / rs10759 0.0020
rs10759 / rs3924999 0.0028

SNP8NRG221533 / rs3924999 / rs10759 0.0090

For each such combination, the latter locus provides significant additional informa-
tion for the previous loci. Now using the Bonferroni correction for multiple testing, the
significance level for the second additional locus is 0.05/12≈ 0.0042. In order to get any
possible 3-locus combination, here the significance level for the third additional locus is
set as 0.10/11≈ 0.0091 .

To evaluate the effectiveness of the selected loci or loci combinations to distinguish
the two different groups of schizophrenia patients and the healthy people, we use the dis-
crimination method introduced above to reclassify the subjects from the complete dataset.
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The classification accuracies by using the significant informative single loci as well as the
loci combinations with significant additional information are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. The classification accuracies by using some different SNP loci or loci
combinations

locus or loci combination classification accuracy
rs3924999 57.95%
rs10759 55.48%

rs3924999/rs6988339 61.48%
rs3924999/rs2391191 62.54%
rs3924999/rs10759 63.25%
rs2954041/rs3924999 58.66%
rs2919390/rs3924999 64.31%
SNP8NRG221533/rs3924999 62.19%
rs778294/rs3924999 60.07%
rs778294/rs10759 57.95%
rs12753561/rs10759 62.19%

SNP8NRG221533/rs3924999/rs10759 65.72%

From Table 4 we can see that the classification accuracy is a little lower when the
significant informative single locus NRG1*rs3924999 or RGS4*rs10759 is used. How-
ever the accuracies are increased when the loci combinations are used. This indicates that
schizophrenia is more possible caused by locus-locus or gene-gene interactions rather
than a single locus or a single gene. Speaking in details, the several higher accuracies cor-
responding to NRG1*SNP8NRG221533 /NRG1*rs3924999/RGS4*rs10759 (65.72%),
NRG1*rs2919390/NRG1*rs3924999 (64.31%) and NRG1*rs3924999/RGS4*rs10759
(63.25%), respectively. So we confer that the locus-locus interactions between genes
NRG1 and RGS4 as well as the interaction within gene NRG1 may operate mainly for
schizophrenia susceptibility for Chinese Han population.

5 Conclusion
In this paper a new method is proposed to characterize the individual and combined

contributions of multiple genes to complex diseases using case-control dataset. The
method is based on measures of information discrepancy, so it is called MID method.
Here we use it to analyze the dataset from Chinese Han population on the three recently
proposed candidate genes (NRG1, G72 and RGS4) to schizophrenia, several possible
pathogenic loci combinations are identified. It is worthy to point out that the MID method
is model-free in that it does not assume any particular genetic model and does not estimate
any parameters, that is, the implementation for it is quite easy.

Although many approaches have been developed before in the research of complex
diseases, we hope that our MID method will be a helpful complementarity to this field.
And we expect that this new method will be employed with promising results in the ex-
ploration of many puzzling complex diseases.
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